Colorado Applicant Background Services (CABS)

Online Scheduling: https://uenroll.identogo.com/
Scheduling by Phone: 844.539.5539

Applicants MUST contact their employing or licensing agencies for the following before scheduling:

**Service Code:**
Six-character code that encompasses the correct Reason for Fingerprinting, CBI SDDS account, fee, and other unique data requirements. The Service Code is obtained from your employing or licensing agency.

**CBI Billing Account:**
For certain Service Codes, the applicant must supply their CBI Billing Account number. This is unique to the employing or licensing agency and provides for proper routing of the responses to the authorized entity.

**Daycare License Number:**
Required for childcare-type agency applicants to identify the employer for the applicant during response/results processing.

**Important Notes:**
- The CBI CABS Contract requires pre-enrollment and scheduling. https://uenroll.identogo.com/
- Applicants must have a Service Code to ensure accurate processing.
- Additional information can be found at https://www.identogo.com/locations/colorado.

Date of Notice 9-24-2018